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We are a group of Blackfoot-led Indigenous and
non-Indigenous researchers, artists, students, and Elders
working to connect historical Blackfoot items held in museum
collections in Britain with Blackfoot communities.
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This project aims to:

Create highly detailed digital models of
artifacts in museum collections in England.
a)

In July 2019, the team, including, Elders from the
Blackfoot Confederacy, travelled to England to visit
and image the objects.

b)

Our UK team members used sophisticated digital
techniques to produce images of the objects with
incredible detail.

c)

We are currently experiment with adding
movement to the models to simulate material
qualities.

Enable artists and community to experience
the knowledge embedded in the objects; to see
the materials, techniques, and skills that
connect to Blackfoot culture, history, and land.
This will include:
a)

an innovative microsite that displays the
interactive digital models and their associated
knowledge,

b)

community gatherings where groups can view and
discuss the artifacts, share knowledge, try the
digital tools used to create the models, and learn
beadwork,

c)

exhibitions and related public programming
featuring work by Indigenous and non-indigenous
artists who have responded to the artefacts,

Protocols and Process

Elders from Kainai, Piikani, Siksika, and
Amskapipiikani are directing the project.
The project emerged from conversations with Blackfoot Elders.
We meet regularly to discuss various aspects of the project,
receive direction, and insure that protocols are followed.

All data generated through the project will become
part of the Blackfoot Digital Library and therefore
belongs to the Blackfoot people.
Unless otherwise specified, copyright and intellectual property
is held by the Blackfoot people and administered by the
Blackfoot Digital Library.

Only images of non-sacred objects will be publicly
displayed.
All objects that are displayed on the website or during events
have been identified as non-sacred and non-ceremonial by our
Elder advisory. They were chosen based on their utilitarian use
and general value for the community to see.

We are only drawing on public knowledge to
describe the artefacts.
All information displayed with the items is offered and vetted
by Elders, pulled from public sources, including websites,
books, and exhibits.

(Left to right) Tom Allison, Christine Clark, Jerry Potts, Velma Crow Shoe, Louisa Minkin,
Melissa Shouting, Ian Dawson, Carol Murray, John Murray.

Visiting Collections in England
In July 2019, members of our research team travelled
to England with Elders from the Blackfoot Confederacy
and Blackfoot students. The goal of the trip was to
visit items in three museum collections and select
items to capture with spatial photography.

(from front) Velma Potts, Jerry Potts, Alison Clark, Carol Murray, Linda Little Chief, Rachel Hand,
Kent Ayoungman, Anita Herle, and John Murray.

Our first stop was the Museum of
Archeology and Anthropology in
Cambridge.
We were hosted by Dr. Anita Herle (Senior Curator)
Rachel Hand (Collections Manager), and Dr. Jocelyne
Dudding (Manager of Photograph Collection) for two
days.
Dozens of items were pulled from the collection
stores for the Elders to view and discuss. Of these,
10 artifacts were selected by the Elders to be imaged
with photogrammetry and RTI, including a beaded
awl case, moccasins, a quillwork bracelet, and a swan
foot bag.
View their collection online

(from from left) Tom Allison, Carol Murray, Velma Potts, Danielle Heavy Head, Jerry Potts, Ian
Dawson, and Louisa Minkin view an outfit at the British Museum Stores.

We visited The British Museum
Stores in London over three days.
We were hosted by Amber Lincoln, Curator of the
Americas, and Cynthia McGowan, Collection
Manager.
The British Museum’s collection of Blackfoot
artifacts is extensive. Dozens of items were pulled
from the collection for the Elders to view, and 17
were imaged with photogrammetry and RTI,
including a girl’s dress, several knife sheaths,
beaded belts, and a story robe.
View their collection online

Jackson 2Bears with Tom Allison capturing a buffalo foetus bag at the Horniman Museum and
Gardens.

Our last museum visit was to the
Horniman Museum and Gardens
in London.
We were hosted by Robert Storrie, Keeper of
Anthropology, who assisted us in the work room
and gave us a tour of the museum.
Of the 8 items viewed by the Elders, 4 were selected
to be captured with photogrammetry and RTI,
including a buffalo foetus bag, two headdress cases,
and an inisskimm.
View their collection online

Tom Allison adjusts the camera to capture a beaded moccasin using photogrammetry at the
Museum of Archeology and Anthropology.

Imaging Techniques:

Photogrammetry and RTI
Louisa Minkin, Ian Dawson, Tom Allison, and Andy Jones use
sophisticated techniques to produce images of museum
artifacts with incredible detail, using photogrammetry and
reflectance transformation imaging (RTI). These techniques
produce a high resolution representation which can then be
interacted with digitally.

Photogrammetry
A photographic process that creates an extremely dense and
precisely textured 3D model.

Each ring is made up of a series
photographs taken around the
object at different angles.

Software uses the data from
the photos to generate a
textured 3D model.

Photogrammetric Models

Objects in the Museum of Archeology and Anthropology, Cambridge
The 3D models below will be displayed interactively in 3D on the Blackfoot Digital Library and during
events. The models were captured and processed by Tom Allison using photogrammetry.

War club belonging to
Little Plume
1911 / E 1911.129.1
Click image to
view models

Awl case belonging
to Little Plume
1911 / Z 15; E 1911.129.35

Beaded Moccasins (Piikani)

mid-19th century / 1930.1019 a-b

Quillwork bracelets
1929 / 1930.879 A-B

Photogrammetric Models

Objects in the Museum of Archeology and Anthropology, Cambridge
The 3D models below will be displayed interactively in 3D on the Blackfoot Digital Library and during
events. The models were captured and processed by Tom Allison using photogrammetry.

Buffalo hide rattles
1929 / 1930.976

Boy’s rattlesnake amulet
1930 / 1930.1024

Pipe and swan foot pipe bag

1929 / 1930.1062 A-C

Bingo dauber

1999.226 / 1930.1062 A-C

Photogrammetric Models
Objects in the British Museum

The 3D models below will be displayed interactively in 3D on the Blackfoot Digital Library and during
events. The models were captured and processed by Tom Allison using photogrammetry.

Quillwork knife sheath
1860-1869 / Am,St.780

Beaded knife sheath
1887 / Am1887,1208.14

Knife

1860s (before) / Am.2652

Hide scraper carved from bone
1930s / Am1937,0315.93

Photogrammetric Models
Objects in the British Museum

The 3D models below will be displayed interactively in 3D on the Blackfoot Digital Library and during
events. The models were captured and processed by Tom Allison using photogrammetry.

Quillwork pipe
1882 / AM,Dc.65

Beaded wood pipe (Piikani)
1906 / Am1985,11.8

Limestone pipe-bowl
1882 / AM,Db.13

Smoking Pipe (Made by Sioux)

1882 / AM,Dc.65

Photogrammetric Models
Objects in the British Museum

The 3D models below will be displayed interactively in 3D on the Blackfoot Digital Library and during
events. The models were captured and processed by Tom Allison using photogrammetry.

Winter Count on buffalo hide
1860-1869 / Am.917

Hide pouch with
quill and beadwork
1887 / AM1887,1208.10

Parfleche Bag belonging to
Weasel Fat (Kainai)
1903 / Am1903,-.79

Bentwood stirrups covered in rawhide
1850-1858 / Am1982,28.12.a-b

Photogrammetric Models
Objects in the British Museum

The 3D models below will be displayed interactively in 3D on the Blackfoot Digital Library and during
events. The models were captured and processed by Tom Allison using photogrammetry.

Shirt with brass studs

19th Century / Am1887,1208.1

Shirt with quillwork
1893 / Am1972,Q.14.c

Photogrammetric Models
Objects in the British Museum

The 3D models below will be displayed interactively in 3D on the Blackfoot Digital Library and during
events. The models were captured and processed by Tom Allison using photogrammetry.

Girl’s dress (Piikani)
1906 / Am1985,11.1

Beaded belt (Piikani)
1906 / Am1985,11.10

Photogrammetric Models

Objects in the Horniman Museum and Gardens
The 3D models below will be displayed interactively in 3D on the Blackfoot Digital Library and during
events. The models were captured and processed by Tom Allison using photogrammetry.

Bison foetus bag
1913 / 13.22

Iniiskim

1930 / 30.296

Headdress case
1917 / 17.15

Ceremonial headdress case
1925 / 25.52

Reflectance Transformation Imaging
A photographic method that captures a surface’s shape and color. The resulting
digital file can be digitally interacted with as if with a raking light, revealing
detailed surface information.

Hundreds of photographs with a
moving light source are used to
make the interactive image.

This free program developed by Cultural Heritage
Imaging allows us to study the surface for detail,
like making marks and material texture.

RTI Captures

Objects in the Museum of Archeology and Anthropology, Cambridge
The images below are stills from a RTI viewer that will be displayed interactively on the Blackfoot
Digital Library and during events. These RTI images were captured and processed by Ian Dawson.

War club belonging to
Little Plume
1911 / E 1911.129.1

Awl case belonging
to Little Plume
1911 / Z 15; E 1911.129.35

Beaded Moccasins (Piikani)

mid-19th century / 1930.1019 a-b

RTI Captures

Objects in the Museum of Archeology and Anthropology, Cambridge
The images below are stills from a RTI viewer that will be displayed interactively on the Blackfoot
Digital Library and during events. These RTI images were captured and processed by Ian Dawson.

Buffalo hide rattles
1929 / 1930.976

Pipe and swan foot pipe bag

1929 / 1930.1062 A-C

Painted bag with brushes
1929 / 1930.990 A-F

RTI Captures

Objects in the British Museum
The images below are stills from a RTI viewer that will be displayed interactively on the Blackfoot
Digital Library and during events. These RTI images were captured and processed by Ian Dawson.

Winter Count on buffalo hide
1860-1869 / Am.917

Parfleche Bag belonging to
Weasel Fat (Kainai)
1903 / Am1903,-.79

Quillwork knife sheath
1860-1869 / Am,St.780

RTI Captures

Objects in the Horniman Museum and Gardens
The images below are stills from a RTI viewer that will be displayed interactively on the Blackfoot
Digital Library and during events. These RTI images were captured and processed by Ian Dawson.

Bison foetus bag
1913 / 13.22

Iniiskim

1930 / 30.296

Ceremonial headdress case
1925 / 25.52

Next Steps: Digital Access

Website Development
In January 2020 we began developing a microsite for the Blackfoot
Digital Library (BDL) with the goal of providing access to the digital
objects and re-uniting them with their associated knowledge and
culture.
In the introduction to the BDL, Narcisse Blood states that new and
changing technologies can work against the people or be harnessed
and used in their own worldview (Blood, n.d.). To harness 3D
models in the Blackfoot worldview, our team is developing a custom
solution for presenting the Blackfoot objects with their cultural
context, histories, and stories.
Cultural objects carry value that is far more significant than their
material or physical form; our challenge will be to find ways of
making the digital models meaningful, paying close attention to
metadata, annotation, and animation.

Next Steps: In-person Events

Exhibitions
In the Spring 2020 semester at the UofL,
Students in Jackson 2Bears’ Indigenous Art
Studio students made artwork responding to
the project and the artefacts. Their work would
have been exhibited in the Hess Gallery on
March 19, 2020, however the COVID-19
pandemic led to the cancellation of the
exhibition. Future exhibitions in the UK will
include work from Blackfoot artists and
students at Central Saint Martins.

Community Gatherings
When health restrictions allow, we will be
gathering with Blackfoot artists, schools, and
community groups. Through these gatherings
we hope to find out what people think and feel
about this work and share skills related to the
digital process and to traditional art making.

Top: Kale Fox captures his artwork with
Photogrammetry at a workshop at the
Hess Gallery. Below: Melissa Shouting
teaching beadwork to Louisa Minkin
and Josephine Mills.

The events will include demonstrations with:
• Photogrammetry: how digital 3D models
of objects are made, processed in
software, and converted into finished
videos and models for study.
• RTI: revealing surface markings of objects
that can’t be seen with the naked eye.
• 3D printing: turning digital scans of
objects into 3D prints
• Beading: taught by Blackfoot artists.

Thank you to all contributors.
This work would not be possible
without time and effort from the
Blackfoot community and support
from institutional partners.

For more information, visit blackfoot.cctbd.ca

